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In partial hydrogenation of highly unsaturated compounds, high-performance heterogeneous catalysts

usually consist of multi-metallic systems providing enhanced selectivity. These materials often undergo

complex segregation phenomena and to understand their function, a surface-sensitive in situ

methodology is crucial. Recently, we reported a novel family of ternary Cu–Ni–Fe catalysts for

propyne hydrogenation with exceptional selectivity to propene. Herein, we detail our study on the

surface composition and electronic state of two representative samples (Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe and Cu3Fe)

using in situ X-ray photoelectron (XPS) and X-ray absorption (XAS) spectroscopies. Surface

segregation phenomena during activation of the catalyst precursors (calcination and reduction) and

hydrogenation reaction were evaluated. The multiple functions of nickel in the catalyst, which account

for the extraordinary alkene selectivity, are unravelled.
Introduction

Heterogeneous catalysts are frequently made of multiple

components forming the catalytically active and/or promoter

phases. For example, current research in the field of partial

hydrogenation of highly unsaturated compounds is focusing on

the use of alloys in order to improve the catalytic performance.1–4

Although alloys, in comparison to the monometallic analogues,

often increase activity and/or selectivity, solid-solution type

alloys are in principle not desirable since segregation of constit-

uent elements may turn the catalyst into an undesirable state.

The surface of the solid material is vital for the catalytic process

and therefore any evolution of its nature may cause drastic

changes in activity, selectivity, and/or lifetime. Our recent work

in the topic of partial alkyne hydrogenation on Ni3Al and Cu3Al

hydrotalcite-derived catalysts showed that upon calcination and

reduction treatment, the catalysts suffered from a strong

aluminium surface enrichment. The aluminium tends to shield

the catalysts, thereby reducing the fraction of exposed
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hydrogenation sites.5,6 This phenomenon highlights the impor-

tance of surface analyses in order to unravel the true state and

composition of surfaces during reaction, so that catalysts can be

optimally designed for their particular application.

During the last 20 years, researchers have developed numerous

in situ characterisation methods to provide a better under-

standing of the surface structure and valence state of catalysts

under their operation.7–11 In situ X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) in the mbar pressure range is an excellent tool for

studying the electronic structure of the catalyst surface under

reaction conditions.12 It has provided numerous insights into the

surface and subsurface (carbides, hydrides) chemistry of the

widely used Pd-based catalysts in alkyne hydrogenation.13,14

Moreover, Somorjai et al.15 have shown that alloy nanoparticles

undergo remarkable surface changes in composition and chem-

ical state in response to the applied gaseous atmosphere.

Complementarily, computational studies fromNørskov et al.16–19

have predicted segregation phenomena in pairs of metal. Surface

segregation was shown to depend on the crystal structure,

particle size, surface orientation, and adsorbates from the gas

phase. Hence, the surface and near-surface region of catalysts are

dynamic and reflect always the actual ambient (gas composition,

pressure and temperature). Therefore, in situXPS stands as a key

technique to derive robust relationships between the surface

structure and catalytic performance.

Recently, we identified a novel family of ternary Cu–Ni–Fe

catalysts for the gas-phase partial hydrogenation of propyne with

alkene selectivity approaching 100%.20 The superior performance

of the ternary systems was tentatively attributed to the cooper-

ating Ni and Fe promotion of the Cu-based catalysts. Since the

surface state of these materials hold the key of their exceptional

selectivity, and this type of complex ternary catalyst is expected
Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1379–1383 | 1379
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to exhibit surface segregation phenomena, we have carried out

in situ XPS and in situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

experiments. These methods enable us to investigate the surface

state of these samples under hydrogenation conditions. We have

compared the binary Cu3Fe and ternary Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe catalysts

since a slight addition of Ni to the binary system is optimal to

attain a remarkable effect on the product distribution.20 Whereas

Cu3Fe showed equivalent propene selectivity (70%) as its

aluminium counterpart,6 the Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe catalyst under the

same condition gave superior propene selectivity up to 97% with

only 3% of oligomers. None of the catalysts produced propane.

In this Edge Article, we confront bulk and in situ surface

analyses in order to gain insights into the chemical state of the

surface and composition changes responsible of the outstanding

performance of Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe in partial alkyne hydrogenation.

We investigate surface segregation effects upon calcination,

reduction, and reaction. Multiple promoting effects of nickel in

the ternary catalyst have been identified and discussed.
Results and discussion

Prior to their use in propyne hydrogenation, both Cu3Fe and

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe samples were investigated in their calcined and ex

situ reduced states. The reader can find detailed experimental

descriptions in the Electronic Supplementary Information

(ESI†). The chemical state of the catalysts is summarised in

Table 1, whereas the atomic fraction of the main surface

constituents (inelastic mean free path: 9 �A)21 is depicted in Fig. 1.

Based on XRD,20 the bulk of the binary Cu3Fe sample in the

calcined state consists of tenorite (CuO) as the main phase and

CuFe2O4 spinel as secondary phase. On the other hand, no spinel

was identified on the surface by XAS and, instead, Fe2O3

(hematite) was observed. This difference was found to persist

with Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe (vide infra). Similarly to the penetration of

copper ions in alumina reported by Bolt et al.,22 we can assume

that copper segregates towards the bulk via CuFe2O4 spinel

formation at the expense of a surface enrichment of Fe2O3.

Nonetheless, the surface iron concentration was practically

identical to its bulk composition, which is in strong contrast to

the case of Cu3Al,6 where aluminium strongly segregated to the

surface (Fig. 1). Reduction of Cu3Fe gave rise to the formation of

metallic Cu and Fe with some magnetite as detected by XRD in

the reduced sample (Table 1). These phases are however buried
Table 1 Surface and bulk chemical states of Cu3Fe and Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe cataly

Sample

Surface analysis (XAS)

Atm./Temp. Cu-phase Fe-phase

Cu3Fe calcined O2/573 K CuO Fe2O3

R-mixa/523 K Cu Fe/Fe3O4/Fe2O3

Cu3Fe reduced He/RT CuO Fe2O3

R-mix/523 K Cu Fe/Fe3O4/Fe2O3

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe calcined O2/523 K CuO Fe2O3

R-mix/523 K Cu Fe/Fe3O4/Fe2O3

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe reduced O2/RT Cu/Cu2O/CuO
(46/43/11)

Fe/Fe3O4/Fe2O3

R-mix/523 K Cu Fe/Fe3O4/Fe2O3

a R-mix refers to ‘reaction mixture’. Other conditions: H2/C3H4 ¼ 3, P ¼ 1 m

1380 | Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1379–1383
by CuO and Fe2O3, since the phases detected by surface-sensitive

XPS and XAS techniques in the reduced sample seem to be

identical to those in the calcined precursor. This was, apparently,

due to surface re-oxidation while the sample was carried to the

synchrotron. When replacing part of the Cu by Ni, both bulk and

surface of the calcined Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe seemed to be basically

unaffected. In the bulk, no Ni-based phase was observed, and

Ni2+ cations are thus occupying metal sites in the spinel and CuO,

the latter has been evidenced by lattice contraction in XRD.20

With XAS, however, we do witness some NiO at the surface

(Fig. 2B, spectrum 1), but its concentration is rather small (40%

of bulk Ni). As expected from computed surface segregation

energies in transition-metal alloys,16 the pairs Cu–Ni and Fe–Ni,

with Cu or Fe as host and Ni as solute, resulted upon calcination

in moderate anti-segregation and in strong segregation, respec-

tively. Following this reasoning, we speculate that Fe–Ni segre-

gation at the surface leads to the appearance of NiO. Although

hematite was slightly enriched at the surface, its magnitude was

significantly lower than the enrichment of aluminium, most likely

as amorphous Al2O3, in Cu2.75Ni0.25Al (Fig. 1, 1st column).

Unlike Cu3Fe, both the composition and chemical state of

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe have been modified at the surface after ex situ

reduction. Cu is massively enriched at the surface from 64.6% up

to 90.7% at the expense of both Fe and Ni. Copper was in

a mixed state with metallic Cu (�46%), Cu2O (�43%) and some

CuO (�11%), as shown in Fig. 2A (spectrum 2). It should be

noted that the composition of a constituent in XAS is propor-

tional to the edge jump and not to the height of strong resonances

(e.g. CuO). According to the iron and nickel L3-edges, iron is in

the state of mainly Fe (�53%) and Fe2O3 (�41%) with a minor

Fe3O4 (�6%) contribution, whereas nickel is predominantly

(�92%) metallic. Thus comparing the two samples, we can

conclude that Ni enhances the reduction of Cu and Fe on the

surface, which is in agreement with our previous bulk H2-TPR

study,20 as well as hinders their re-oxidation. Furthermore, Ni

promotes surface enrichment of metallic Cu in the catalyst under

a reductive atmosphere. These results provide valuable under-

standing on the role(s) of Ni as promoter in the ternary catalyst.

It should not be merely regarded as a H-coverage enhancer but

also as a ‘‘driver’’ for copper from the bulk to the surface during

reduction. Despite segregation phenomena during activation,

strong interaction in the bulk was evidenced in the XRD pattern

of the reduced samples by the shift of the main Cu(111) reflection
sts at different conditions as determined by in situ XAS and ex situ XRD

Bulk analysis (XRD)

Ni-phase Cu-phase Fe-phase Ni-phase

— CuO CuFe2O4 spinel —
(5/89/6)

— Cu Fe/Fe3O4 —
(12/63/25)

NiO CuO CuxNi1�xFe2O4

spinel
Not
detected(72/14.5/13.5) Ni/NiC

(53/6/41) Ni/NiO (92/8) Cu Fe/Fe3O4 Ni

(68/11/21) Ni/NiC

bar, and F ¼ 15 cm3 STP min�1.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 1 Surface (shell) and bulk (core) composition according to XPS analysis, and the theoretical bulk ratio of the Cu3Fe and Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe samples

after calcination, ex situ reduction, and under propyne hydrogenation (after ex situ or in situ reduction). Conditions: Calcined Cu3Fe and Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe

were measured under O2 at 573 and 523 K, respectively, whereas their ex situ pre-reduced states were acquired under UHV at room temperature.

Propyne hydrogenation was performed at 523 K and 1 mbar using a reaction mixture of H2/C3H4 ¼ 3. For comparison, XPS results of the calcined

Cu3Al and Cu2.75Ni0.25Al are included (1st column).
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to higher diffraction angles (Fig. ESI 1†). Despite the low nickel

content in the ternary sample, the additional shift from Cu3Fe to

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe is in line with the predicted anti-segregation of the

Ni–Cu system as Ni is well dispersed in the bulk and further

affects the Cu structure.16

To illustrate the surface re-oxidation of the ex situ reduced

samples during transfer to the synchrotron, we have carried out

spectroscopic analyses during in situ reduction of the calcined

samples. As Cu3Fe reduces at slightly higher temperature than

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe,
20 we have chosen reduction temperatures of 855

and 783 K, respectively. At these conditions, both samples were

fully reduced in the investigated information depth, as shown by

the example of Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe in Fig. 2A–C, spectra 3. The X-ray

absorption spectra of all constituents could be well described by

their metallic states.23,24
Fig. 2 Cu (A), Ni (B) and Fe (C) L3-edge of the calcined and ex situ reduced

catalyst and the conditions (atmosphere and temperature) during spectroscopi

3: calcined/1 mbar H2 at 783 K; 4: reduced/1 mbar C3H4 + H2 at 523 K. Fit com

Ni L3: Ni (dashed) and NiO (dotted); in (C): Fe L3: Fe (full), Fe3O4 (dotted)

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
As we have reported recently,20 both copper-based catalysts

perform well in partial propyne hydrogenation, Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe

being exceptionally selective even at a full degree of alkyne

conversion. Table 2 compiles the hydrogenation performance

during XPS/XAS measurement and in flow tests at 1 bar (testing

procedure detailed in ESI†).

With a propene selectivity of 97%, Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe is one of

the most efficient catalysts ever reported for this reaction.

During in situ XPS, both catalysts showed a low degree of

alkyne conversion, which however was expected considering

the large XPS cell volume (5 L) with a small 5 mm diameter

catalyst pellet inside, and the relatively high gas-flow rate.

Clearly, the XPS chamber was not constructed to reach

significant conversion levels, but rather to elucidate the effect

of different gas-phase conditions on the surface state.
Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe at different conditions. The labels indicate the state of the

c analysis. 1: calcined/0.2 mbar O2 at 523 K; 2: reduced/0.2 mbar O2 at RT;

ponents: in (A) Cu L3: Cu (full), Cu2O (dotted) and CuO (dashed); in (B)

and Fe2O3 (dashed).

Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1379–1383 | 1381
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Table 2 Catalytic performance (conversion X and selectivity S (%)) of
Cu3Fe and Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe in the gas-phase hydrogenation of propyne
from in situ XPS/XAS and ambient pressure experiments

Sample

In situ XPS/XASa Ambient pressureb

X(C3H4) S(C3H6) X(C3H4) S(C3H6)

Cu3Fe 0.1 91 100 70
Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe 0.1 100 100 97

a H2/C3H4 ¼ 3, P ¼ 1 mbar, T ¼ 523 K, F ¼ 15 cm3 STP min�1. b H2/
C3H4/He ¼ 7.5/2.5/90, P ¼ 1 bar, T ¼ 523 K, F ¼ 42 cm3 STP min�1.

Scheme 1 Schematic view of the surface of Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe under pro-

pyne hydrogenation based on in situ spectroscopic (XPS/XAS) analyses.
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Nevertheless, the low activity was combined with high selec-

tivity, which is representative at such a low conversion, and

thus, the lack of pressure dependence in the selectivity

strengthens the bridge between the low- and high-pressure

structure–activity relationship and makes it possible to

compare the state of the catalysts under these conditions.

During hydrogenation at 1 mbar, copper was metallic in both

ex situ reduced samples; however the iron state was fairly

different. In Cu3Fe, we observed mainly (�63%) Fe3O4 with less

(�25%) Fe2O3 and a minority of (�12%) Fe, hence full reduction

of Fe2O3 to Fe was not obtained, whereas in Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe,

�68% of the iron was metallic with the remaining �21% Fe2O3

and �11% Fe3O4. The state of nickel was somewhat puzzling as

we observed an unambiguous shift of the resonance maximum

(Fig. 2B, spectrum 4) from that of metallic Ni, and the shape of

the spectrum is also clearly modified. We can exclude oxide

formation, as evidenced by the comparison to NiO (Fig. 2B,

spectrum 1), but we might speculate that Ni was strongly inter-

acting with carbon from the alkyne feed. This assignment is

supported by the Ni 2p spectrum under alkyne hydrogenation

(see Fig. ESI 2†), indicating a reduced asymmetry of the peak

shape, as well as a +0.3 eV binding energy shift compared to the

peak in pure H2 (852.8 eV). This is in line with data of Zdansky

et al.25 over Ni(100) reporting Ni 2p binding energies of 853.2 eV

for surface-carbon modified Ni and 853.0 eV for Ni with

subsurface carbon. It is well known that nickel can form

carbides,26,27 and thus we tentatively assign the XAS signature as

‘‘carbidic’’. The reader should note that the C 1s signal is not

informative here, as the carbidic species is an extreme minority

component of the C 1s spectrum as can be expected from the

overall low Ni content, and the strong overlap of this minority

species with the main C 1s signal makes the carbide identification

unreliable. As shown by Fig. 1 (4th column), nickel was still

depleted on the surface, but much less so than in pure hydrogen,

with the overall atomic fraction approaching the bulk composi-

tion. This effect can be attributed to the preferred interaction of

Ni and carbon, and corroborates the XAS assignment of Ni. The

carbon aided segregation of Ni is not a particular feature of our

catalyst as adsorbate induced segregation has been reported for

other alloys.15,18,28 The modification of Ni due to the carbide

formation is in agreement with the evolution of the propene and

propane selectivity during time-on-stream at 1 bar (Fig. ESI 3†).

The increase in propene selectivity at the beginning of the reac-

tion has been attributed to a beneficial carbon deposition that

slightly hindered the hydrogen activation ability of Ni in order to

enhance its selectivity.5,27
1382 | Chem. Sci., 2011, 2, 1379–1383
Similarly to Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe, the surface composition of Cu3Fe

is not far from that of the bulk, with a slight excess of iron at the

surface. Therefore, though both samples show segregation

phenomena under reaction condition, the surface composition is

surprisingly close to that of bulk. To understand the ordering

and element distributions on the surface, we need to take into

account the surface mixing energies calculated by Christensen

et al.19 Since the ternary Cu–Fe–Ni system is unknown, we

considered the binary Cu–Ni and Cu–Fe cases where Ni would

mix with Cu in the surface, while Fe would separate and form

islands. Thus the surface state would be mainly Cu, with some

well dispersed Ni and monometallic Fe rafts, with little Fe–Cu

intermixing. Additionally, some magnetite particles would

decorate the surface and may serve as a ‘‘binder’’ between the

primary alloy particles. The structural promotion of Fe should

be highlighted in comparison to Al. Despite the strong segrega-

tion of the later, the use of Fe hindered Ni particle formation.

This was clearly shown by the Ni-type behaviour of the

Cu2.75Ni0.25Al catalyst during propyne hydrogenation (Fig. ESI

3†), as its activation period lasted 5 h from S(C3H6) ¼ 20% to

87% compared to Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe, for which selectivity to propene

increased from 86% to 97% within 0.5 h.

When investigating the hydrogen adsorption properties of

CuNi alloy surfaces in UHV condition, Silvermann et al.29

observed a 50-fold decrease in the hydrogen adsorption proba-

bility over the Cu65Ni35 surface as compared to pure Ni(110).

Nevertheless, the saturation coverage decreased by only a factor

of 2.7, thus it was concluded that dissociative H2 activation

requires sites with numerous Ni neighbours. Since the Ni content

of our Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe catalyst surface is almost an order of

magnitude lower, and the activating period during propyne

hydrogenation is insignificant, we can neglect the formation of

multiple Ni ensembles. On the contrary, our recent calculations27

indicated that even a single Ni atom among Cu is sufficient to

increase hydrogen activation compared to pure Cu and thus to

enhance steady-state H-coverage. Based on the foregoing anal-

yses, Scheme 1 illustrates the surface of Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe under

reaction condition.

To pinpoint the role of high-pressure reduction and that of Ni

as hydrogen activator, we exposed the calcined samples after

in situ reduction to the same reaction experiment as detailed

above. The elemental composition of this experiment is shown in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 1 (5th column). Whereas the state and composition of

Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe was very much comparable to the results with the

ex situ reduced sample, huge compositional differences were

observed with the nickel-free sample. Iron was preferentially

enhanced at the surface with more than three-times higher Fe

concentration than in the bulk. During H2 treatment, reduction

of all surface oxide phases took place; however at the low pres-

sure of 1 mbar, bulk reduction was kinetically hindered and thus

not completed. While cooling down to 523 K, bulk oxygen still

could diffuse to the surface, but reduction of Fe3O4 was no

longer possible. Since copper is metallic at this condition, oxygen

diffusion is necessarily coupled with iron segregation and thus,

the composition gets reversed at the surface. It has been shown

from XRD and H2-TPR
20 that bulk Fe was not reduced entirely

and therefore oxygen diffuses to the surface enriching the

amount of surface Fe under reaction condition. On the other

hand, the presence of Ni helps faster reduction and oxygen

diffusion towards the surface. Furthermore, the Ni-carbon

interaction allows nickel to participate in the surface and boosts

its low surface concentration. Therefore these above phenomena

can explain the depletion of Cu from the surface of the in situ

reduced Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe under reaction condition.

Despite the surface composition of both ex situ reduced Cu3Fe

and Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe catalysts during hydrogenation reaction

being rather similar to the bulk, addition of even a small amount

of Ni to the Cu-based catalyst will lead to different segregation

events and induces the formation of diluted Cu–Ni ensembles

with high enough hydrogen coverage to suppress oligomerisation

but low enough to avoid over-hydrogenation. Such balance is

crucial for highly selective surface reactions.

Conclusions

Based on in situ XPS and XAS experiments, we have charac-

terised the surface of binary Cu3Fe and ternary Cu2.75Ni0.25Fe

catalysts used in partial alkyne hydrogenation. Despite the

kinetic hindrance that occurs under low pressure (bulk reduction,

low degree of conversion), the trend in the observed selectivity

pattern as well as the role of Ni in defining surface properties

strongly validates our approach. We show that the Cu3Fe is not

significantly affected by calcination, reduction, or by the reaction

media; and both copper and iron behave as if they are negligibly

interacting. Nevertheless, a slight addition of Ni increases the

inter-metallic interaction and yields a completely different

picture. Ni not only enhances the H-coverage, as expected from

the lower selectivity to oligomers, but drastically changes the

surface composition. Ni enhances Cu and Fe reduction and

hinders their re-oxidation that would favour Fe surface segre-

gation. In addition, it promotes surface enrichment of metallic

Cu in pure hydrogen. However, under reaction conditions, both

Ni and Fe segregate back to the surface leading to a similar bulk–

surface concentration. Therefore, the addition of Ni increases the

cooperating effect of the ternary catalyst that leads to its superior

alkene selectivity, compared to the binary counterparts. XPS in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
the mbar range has proved to be an excellent technique to

unravel surface structure–performance relationship of a complex

multi-metallic catalyst under operating conditions.
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